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Abstract
Cells utilize natural supramolecular assemblies to maintain homeostasis and biological functions.
Naturally inspired modular assembly of biomaterials are now being exploited for understanding or
manipulating cell biology for treatment, diagnosis, and detection of diseases. Supramolecular
biomaterials, in particular peptides and oligonucleotides, can be precisely tuned to have diverse
structural, mechanical, physicochemical and biological properties. These merits of oligonucleotides
and peptides as building blocks have given rise to the evolution of numerous nucleic acid- and
peptide-based self-assembling nanomaterials for various medical applications, including drug
delivery, tissue engineering, regenerative medicine, and immunotherapy. In this review, we provide
an extensive overview of the intracellular delivery approaches using supramolecular self-assembly of
DNA, RNA, and peptides. Furthermore, we discuss the current challenges related to subcellular
delivery and provide future perspectives of the application of supramolecular biomaterials for
intracellular delivery in theranostics.
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1. Introduction
Nature relies on the supramolecular assembly of
nucleic acids, proteins, lipids to maintain cellular
homeostasis and functions [1]. Supramolecular
assembly is spontaneous organization of molecules to
a unique structure via noncovalent interactions, such
as hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic, electrostatic
interactions, van der Waals forces, and π-π stacking
[2]. The simplicity through which complex structures
can be built using fundamental molecules confers
elegant architectures within the cells. These biological
supramolecular assemblies are involved in a variety
functions
in
living
organisms,
such
as
compartmentalization of environments, transport and
release of molecules, and interactions and
communications
of
cells
with
extracellular
compartments [3]. Cellular membrane, which is a

supramolecular organization of phospholipids,
separates the cell interior from the extracellular
compartments. Actin filaments, an assembly of actin
protein essential in all eukaryotic cells, are present in
cytoplasm and perform various functions; their
assembly and disassembly, responding to intra- and
extracellular stimuli, are involved in various cellular
activities including cytokinesis, endocytosis and
exocytosis,
maintaining
mechanical
stability,
providing shape and motility to cells, and so on. In the
past decades, supramolecular assembly of actin
monomer was of high interest. The changes in pH,
presence of ATP and divalent cations, and salt
concentrations result in the nucleation of actin and the
formation of filament [4,5].
Aspirations to acquire mechanistic under-
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standing of these examples have inspired myriads of
synthetic supramolecular assemblies that mimic some
of the natural assemblies. Particularly, it enabled
material scientists to develop a variety of
self-assembling
biomaterials,
for
example
peptide-amphiphiles, liposomes, micelles, and
dendrimers, with a precise design in a bottom-up
approach. These self-assembling biomaterials can be
used for diagnostic and/or therapeutic purposes.
Especially,
versatility
of
self-assembling
nanostructures offers some advantages for subcellular
delivery. For effective intracellular delivery, the
vector should reach specific organs and enter the
target cells. After that, by going through a series of
endocytic pathways, the delivery system should be
released
into
cytoplasm.
Among
diverse
self-assembling biomaterials, oligonucleotide- and
peptide-based supramolecular assemblies possess
several promising features for the successful
intracellular delivery. The bottom-up assembly of
these nanoparticles enables to control the
physicochemical properties of the final architectures.
Their size, shape, and hydrophobicity can be precisely
tuned to be favorable for delivery. Especially, by
manipulating the hydrophobicity of the building
block, loading capacity and efficiency of hydrophobic
small molecules in the nanoparticles can be tailored;
even their release behaviors can be programmed to be
responsive to exogenous stimuli (such as temperature,
or presence of specific enzyme). Another merit is the
surface of nanoparticles can be decorated with
functional moieties. To enhance cellular uptake of
nanoparticles, antibodies or membrane-active
peptides can be attached to the desired sites on
surface. It is also advantageous for building blocks of
self-assembling delivery systems that nucleotides and
peptides are highly biocompatible and biodegradable.
Nucleic acids-based self-assembly with various
structures, including triangles [6], cubes [7], micelles
[8], and fibers [9], have been developed for
intracellular delivery. Peptides can be used as a
building
block
to
construct
self-assembled
nanostructures. The secondary structures of peptides
allow to self-assemble into peculiar structures, such as
fibers [10], ribbons [11], and tubes [12]. This structural
diversity of supramolecular self-assembly and the
ability to precisely control its structure can be used to
engage with cellular machinery with high affinity. In
this regard, the physicochemical properties of
self-assembled nanoparticles can be optimized to
enhance their internalization into cell interior and to
reach drug targets efficiently.
In this review, we recapitulated the recent
advances in the supramolecular self-assemblies as it
relates to subcellular delivery. We currently limit this
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review to DNA-, RNA-, and peptide-based
supramolecular self-assemblies, focusing on their
mechanisms and applications for intracellular
delivery. Future direction for utilizing tools in
self-assembly to overcome cellular barriers are also
discussed.

2. Challenges of intracellular delivery
Ideal carriers for intracellular delivery should
possess the following features. First, they should be
able to not only package cargos efficiently, but protect
their cargos from any degradation. Second, they reach
and enter the target cells, selectively. Third, their
cargos should be introduced or released into the
appropriate intracellular compartments [13]. To
achieve these features, a diverse range of delivery
systems have been developed, including viral vectors,
liposomes, dendrimers, polymeric micelles, lipid
nanoparticles, gold nanoparticles, carbon-based
nanocarriers, et cetera. As a carrier approaches the
exterior plasma membrane of cells, dynamic
interactions are initiated between the carrier and the
membrane, which affects the pathway of cellular
entry of the carrier. These interactions act for carriers
as
adhesion
forces
including
electrostatic,
hydrophobic, van der Waals, receptor-ligand
interactions, etc. It is also known that physicochemical
properties of nanocarriers, including size, shape,
surface, and stiffness, influence the internalization
pathway [14,15]. Engagement of the combined
interactions leads carriers to the defined pathway of
internalization.
Most carriers generally enter cells via
endocytosis. Once nanoparticles get internalized, they
are usually transported to early endosomes which
serve as a primary sorting station and direct them to
their next destinations, either to late endosomes or
recycling endosomes. Late endosomes are formed by
the maturation of early endosomes, and they contain
multiple close-packed intraluminal vesicles. These
late endosomes then fuse with lysosomes which are
spherical-shaped organelles. Lysosomes contain
hydrolytic enzymes that degrade many kinds of
macromolecules. If carriers end up in lysosomes, both
cargos and carriers would be exposed to degradation
processes [16]. For intracellular delivery, therefore,
carriers must be retrieved in the middle of the
endocytic pathway, a phenomenon known as
endosomal escape. However, the incidence of the
endosomal escape is extremely low; it was reported
that only 1-2% of nanocarriers reach the intracellular
compartments owing to the entrapment in endosomes
[17] or recycling pathways [18]. This low incidence of
endosomal escape significantly limits the efficiencies
of carrier-mediated intracellular delivery, particularly
http://www.thno.org
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in the cytosolic delivery of genes [19]. Scenarios of
endosomal escape includes (1) transient disruption or
(2) complete lysis of endosomes; (3) active transport of
small molecules; and fusion either through (4)
back-fusion of MVBs with the outer limiting
membrane or (5) fusion of the carrier with endosomes
(Figure 1). One of the endosomal escape scenarios
available to nanoparticles is based on the “proton
sponge” model. The ionizable amine groups in
nanoparticles are accumulated inside an endosome
and they can get protonated at acidic endosomal pH.
This would cause more protons and counter ions to
flood the endosome. The resultant difference in
osmotic pressure would lead water to enter the
endosome, resulting in swelling and eventually
endosome rupture. Additionally, electrostatic and
hydrophobic interactions of nanoparticles with the
lipids in the endosomal membranes could lead to
destabilization or reorganization of the membrane,
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allowing the endosomal cargos to escape to the
cytosol. However, understanding of endosomal
escape still remains obscure because of the limited
frequency of measurable escapes. Recently, it is
reported that several agents and the characteristics of
carriers can facilitate the endosomal escape [20,21].
Lönn et al. demonstrated that the incorporation of
synthetic endosomal escape domains (EEDs)
enhanced the intracellular delivery of proteins in a
combination with TAT peptides [22]. Continuous
research on the development of novel delivery
systems and new tools for accurate detection of
endosomal escape is much-needed to break through
the current hurdles in the intracellular delivery. The
process of self-assembly may be used to trigger
endosomal release through precise control of
architectures for cellular entry, stimuli-responsive
dissociation for cargo release, and any interaction that
causes cytosolic delivery.

Figure 1. Scenarios of Carrier-Mediated Endosomal Escape and Subcellular Delivery of Cargos. Membrane fusion takes place when a membrane-bound
carrier fuses with the plasma or the endosomal membrane. Alternatively, carrier containing intraluminal vesicles back-fuse with the membrane of the multi-vesicular
body (MVB), thereby leading to the inadvertent endosomal escape. Dissociation of carriers inside endosomes may cause endosomal escape of cargos via active
transport depending on membrane proteins (cyan), transient membrane destabilization, or complete lysis of the endosome. Redrawn from [16].
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3. Supramolecular self-assembly of
oligonucleotides for intracellular
delivery
The ability of nucleic acids, DNA and RNA, to
offer non-covalent interactions within and between
themselves opens up new frontiers in biomimetic
self-assembly [23]. This offers the potential to
construct supramolecular architectures with precise
controls
over
morphology,
physicochemical
properties, surface functionalization, etc [24,25].
Additionally, some unique features of self-assembling
oligonucleotides distinguish them from other
self-assembling systems. They include rules for
complementary base pairing, universal dimensions of
double helices (e.g., B-type DNA has right handed
double helix with approximately 2 nm diameter, 10
base pairs for one complete turn), etc. Tuning
non-covalent interactions at each nucleotide level
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brings controls over structural properties of
nanoarchitecture [26]. This section highlights the
progresses in the construction of DNA- and
RNA-based self-assembling nanostructures for
intracellular delivery.

4. DNA self-assembly
Discoveries of DNA molecular recognition and
the idea that DNA can be constructed as linear or
branched structures with periodic lattices catapulted
the field of biomimetic supramolecular self-assembly
of DNA [27,28]. These rationally designed DNA
building blocks can self-assemble into much complex
nanoarchitectures that led to the development of
diverse applications in molecular robotics [29], chiral
plasmonic structures [30], plasmonic hotspots [31],
enzymatic nanoreactors [32], light harvesting systems
[33], biophysical studies [34], molecular lithography
[35] and intracellular delivery [36,37].

Figure 2. DNA Self-assembly by multi-tile complexation. (A) DNA tiles formed nanosheets, and further self-assembled into nanotubes. Complementary
segments in yellow tiles stick to the counterpart in blue tiles. Adapted with permission from [38], Copyright 2004, American Chemical Society. (B) Self-assembled
nanoarray by DNA multi-tile complexation. (top) Schemes of each DNA tile. (bottom) Length and orientation of the nanoarray can be tuned by the stepwise
involvement of dsDNA bridges between DNA tiles. Schematic drawing and AFM image of nanoarray. Adapted with permission from [39], Copyright 2008, American
Chemical Society.
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4.1. Structural features of DNA contributing
self-assembly
In addition to the predictable canonical base
pairing (A-T, G-C), DNA is one of the well
understood molecules with defined conformations
and physicochemical properties, such as the structural
characteristics of double helix. The basic entity of
DNA self-assembly begins with the formation of
“Tiles”. They are self-assembled and single-stranded
DNA molecules having complementary sticky ends
which can form higher-order arrays with a
well-defined conformation and topology (Figure 2A,
B). The tailor-made design of sticky ends dictates
specific assembly patterns of the tiles in the desired
way, building higher-order nanostructures [38,39].
Additionally, there are a variety of features that make
DNA self-assembly attractive: At first, DNA sequence
can be easily synthesized in a lab-scale using
automated phosphoramidite chemistry. Second,
availability of specific sites of DNA to covalently
attach various functional groups allows DNA to
contain functional reporters or biosensors. Lastly, the
structural characteristics of DNA nanostructures can
be manipulated in various ways: choice of restriction
enzymes or DNA forms (A-DNA, B-DNA, and
Z-DNA). These features of DNA self-assembly
provide DNA with potential as versatile building
blocks which can be tailored to make different
architectures.

4.2. Development of DNA self-assembly
Generally, DNA self-assembly is based on the
complementary
base
pairing
between
two
single-stranded “sticky” ends. In early examples of
DNA self-assembly, DNA tiles with unique stick ends
self-assemble in particular patterns to form the entire
structures [28,40]. Each tile can form the secondary
multi-tiles that further form higher-order structures
[41,42]. From the relatively simple polyhedrons to the
sophisticated 3D structures, a lot of DNA
nanostructures were constructed. With combining
computational sciences with DNA nanotechnology,
DNA tiles were programmed with built-in
instructions regulating the next layer of tiles to
self-assemble on the previous layer following
algorithmic rules [43,44]. This algorithmic DNA
self-assembly allowed to generate complex nanoscale
DNA patterns. Another approach to build complex
DNA assemblies was the nucleated self-assembly
where a longer strand acts as a nucleation site for the
ligation of the corresponding strands to generate a
high order structure. Shih et al. reported that a long
piece of single-stranded DNA (1.7 kb) could be folded
into an octahedron structure by a few short synthetic
oligonucleotides [45]. In 2006, Rothemund pioneered
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a method that causes long, single-stranded DNA
molecules to self-assemble into the unique nucleated
complex nanostructures, and thus begun the field of
DNA origami [46]. This folding process for DNA
origami involves multiple small “staple” strands and
a long single-stranded DNA (Figure 3A, B). The short
staples complex with the long single-stranded DNA
in multiple positions, forming an elegantly
orchestrated 2D or 3D shapes (Figure 3B) [47,48].
Recently, Benson et al. introduced a graph theory and
a relaxation algorithm to fully automate the design
process and precisely simulate the deployment of the
long strands over the final structures [49]. Because
DNA origami is designed from the basic pieces and
assembled in the complex structures, bottom-up
self-assembly methods started to be considered
economical and scalable. And with the ability to
synthesize a plethora of architectures using parallel
synthesis of nanostructures, DNA engineering has
become relatively simple and thus been applied to
multiple areas including subcellular delivery [50,51].
Another DNA self-assembly strategy is based on
π-π stacking of the terminal base pairs in dsDNA,
which is called as the blunt-end stacking. It was
proposed by Woo and Rothemund in 2011 that
complementary base pairing in blunt-ends offers a
geometric framework that provides stacking [52].
Dietz and his colleagues recently constructed a
three-dimensional DNA origami via DNA blunt-end
stacking interactions with sizes up to 1.2 giga-daltons
[53,54].

4.3. Intracellular delivery applications of DNA
self-assembly
DNA-based self-assemblies provides several
advantages for delivery purposes. First of all, DNA
nanostructures are biocompatible and stable with
maintaining
the
designed
architectures
in
physiological
conditions
[55].
Accumulated
understanding about DNA dynamics, such as
canonical base pairing, allows for manipulation of
physicochemical
properties
of
self-assembled
architectures [56]. Furthermore, DNA can be
programmed to interact with other molecules, such as
targeting ligands or imaging agents, to guide the
DNA nanostructures to specific targets [55]. Among
various DNA-based nanostructures, DNA origami is a
particularly attractive self-assembling nanomaterial
for intracellular delivery. The ability to correctly
predict the structures based on known sequences and
conformations of staple strands using a software
allows developing a precisely designed nanomaterials
with tightly controlled size, shape, and structure and
having functional sites at the desired locations which
can be tuned at sites exactly available for ligand
http://www.thno.org
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attachments. Materials solely made of DNA molecules
can be prone to degradation in the presence of
abundant nucleases present in the biological milieu
however self-assembly of DNA into an origami
shields such sites of nuclease activity and provide
resistance against degradation. Qian et al.
demonstrated that DNA origami nanoarray was
much stable than natural DNA configurations in cell
lysate for 12 hours at room temperature [57]. Whereas,
Castro and his colleagues tested the stability of DNA
origami against various nucleases and found that T7
endonucleases I and DNase I, which is the most
abundant nuclease in bloodstream, degraded the test
materials quickly [58]. These conflicting degradation
rates perhaps suggest that the suprastructures of
DNA can be engineered to prevent degradation.
Mikkilä et al. reported that coating the surface of
DNA origami with viral capsid proteins significantly
enhanced the intracellular delivery of the carrier into
the HEK293 cells [59]. Therefore, highly packed
structure and surface coating can be used to further
improve the intracellular delivery of DNA
nanostructures while preserving its integrity [58,60].
Doxorubicin (DOX), an anticancer agent that
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intercalates with nuclear DNA and perturbs cell
division causing cell death, can be packaged inside a
DNA vector due to its ability to intercalate with DNA.
Ding and his colleagues reported that DNA
nanoparticles containing DOX can be delivered in
MCF-7R tumor-bearing mice and a decrease in tumor
volume can be achieved with limited side effects [61].
Högberg et al. reported the twisted DNA origami
displayed a sustained release of DOX than the regular
DNA
origami
while
maintaining
similar
encapsulation of drugs, suggesting release profiles of
drugs can be controlled through varying the
structures [62]. DNA nanostructures can form hybrid
delivery system by loading other nanoparticles such
as gold nanoparticles or carbon nanotubes [63,64]. The
incorporation of gold nanoparticles inside DNA
architectures allows the hybrid system to be used for
optoacoustic imaging and photothermal therapy [64].
Also, DNA origami has been used to deliver aptamers
[65], proteins [66], quantum dots [67], and
immunostimulants [68], thus the modular platforms
that can package various cargos can reach their
targets.

Figure 3. DNA
Origami. (A) DNA
scaffold and staples
were assembled into
the programmed 2D
DNA origami using
the standard one-pot
synthesis.
(B)
Programmed
2D
frames
and
the
corresponding AFM
images are displayed.
(left)
Triangular
blocks formed a
square
and
a
honeycomb lattice.
(middle)
Quadrilateral blocks
formed a rhombic
tiling and a quarter
circle. (right) 5- and
7-polygonal objects
formed a Cairo
pentagonal tiling and
a lotus, respectively.
Scale bars, 20 nm
(schematic frames)
and 50 nm (AFM
images).
Adapted
with
permission
from [48], Copyright
2019,
American
Association for the
Advancement
of
Science (AAAS).
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Other than DNA origami, DNA-based
“nanoswitches” have been devised. These are based
on self-assembly responsive to exogenous stimuli [69].
Krishnan and her coworkers have constructed
DNA-based reporters that act as sensors to monitor
pH, chloride, hypochlorous acid, and calcium ion
inside organelles of living cells [70,71]. Such
nanostructures have shown to be powerful tools to
study intracellular processes in vitro and might forge a
new era to understand trafficking processes in vivo.
They also developed cell-targetable DNA-based
icosahedral nanocapsules encapsulating a neuroactive
steroid by self-assembly and chemical conjugation of
the DNA blocks [72]. DNA strands can be assembled
in the shape of a tetrahedron nanoparticles containing
the site-specific hybridization with siRNA. These
monodisperse nanoparticles are easily programmable
to have desirable size, spatial orientation, and the
number of targeting ligands. Lee et al. showed that,
through the attachment of folate to these
nanoparticles, the cancer-specific targeting and gene
silencing can be achieved in in vitro and in vivo [73].
However, nucleotide-based nanocarriers are
challenged from various factors. One challenge is the
ceaseless assault of nucleases present in in vivo
environment and lysosomal compartments. Although
self-assembly of nucleotides enhances the nuclease
resistance of final structures, many nucleotide-based
nanocarriers are still much susceptible to degradation
than other types of nanoparticles. Chemical
modification of nucleotides can extend the serum
stability of DNA nanostructures. Phosphorothioate
modification, a replacement of a sulfur atom with an
oxygen atom in the phosphate backbone, is widely
used to enhance enzymatic resistance of nucleic acids
[74]. Boranophosphate substitution is also another
option to improve serum stability of oligonucleotides
[75]. The stability of nucleotide-based nanocarriers
can be increased by crosslinking as well. Cassinelli et
al. used the click chemistry to cross-link between
oligonucleotides to form DNA nanotubes with the
better thermodynamic as well as enzymatic stabilities
[76]. Layer-by-layer approach can also be used to
enhance the circulation time of DNA nanostructures.
Perrault and Shih reported that packaging DNA
nanoparticles with lipid bilayers not only extended
the half-life of oligonucleotides, but also reduced the
immunogenicity of the nanoparticles [77]. Another
challenge underlying the intracellular delivery using
self-assembling DNA is their cellular trafficking.
Considering the inherent negative charges in DNA
molecule, it is impressive that a considerable amount
of self-assembled DNA nanoparticles overcome
charge repulsive forces and enter cells. As with other
nanocarriers, self-assembling DNA nanostructures
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enter cells via endocytosis. Multiple routes of
endocytosis, including caveolin-mediated [78] and
clathrin-mediated
endocytosis
[79]
and
macropinocytosis [80], are reported as the
mechanisms of cellular entry of DNA nanostructures.
Although the rules governing the endocytosis of DNA
structures are unclear, these variable trafficking
suggests the possibility that the uptake kinetics of
self-assembled DNA can be modulated by their
physicochemical properties and surface compositions.

5. RNA self-assembly
Like DNA, ease of designing RNA has largely
contributed to the advent of RNA nanotechnologies.
RNA self-assembly also refers to the spontaneous
folding of the nucleotide sequence into a complex
hierarchy based on the combinations of various
non-covalent
interactions
between
distant
nucleotides. Although RNA shares many similarities
with DNA, RNA is regarded much versatile and
thermodynamically stable than DNA due to the
presence of non-canonical interactions. Furthermore,
RNA molecules are single stranded and generally
exist in a variety of complex structures whereas most
DNA molecules predominantly form base-paired
double helices. This diversity on RNA engineering
enables RNA molecules to become self-assembled
RNA architectures for a wide range of applications.

5.1. Structural features of RNA contributing
self-assembly
As noted, the structure of RNA molecule is
nearly identical to that of DNA molecule, except for
several differences: RNA has a ribose instead of
deoxyribose, RNA nucleotides include uracil but not
thymine. These fundamental differences confer
dynamic interactions upon RNA molecules, folding
themselves into labyrinthine architectures. One
additional hydroxyl group in the RNA structure
increases the number of hydrogen bonds that RNA
molecule forms, thereby contributing to both
self-assembly and thermodynamic stability of RNA
structures. Other than hydrogen bonds and canonical
base pairing, RNA self-assembly is dependent on
multiple non-canonical base pairing, including the
wobble base pairing, imino- and sheared GA pairing,
the reverse Hoogsteene AU pairing of polynucleotide
strands, and base stacking. These inherent features of
RNA allow themselves to assemble into numerous
intricate architectures ranging from the secondary to
quaternary structures. Over the past decades,
extensive research about natural RNA biomolecules
revealed that the recurrent structural motifs are
related to localized design of nucleotides. These
repeating structures are thought to act as modules
http://www.thno.org
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that make specific architectures (or folds) to play the
programmed operations including various biological
and mechanical functions. One additional unique
characteristic of RNA as a building block for
nanostructures is that RNA self-assembly is affected
by ionic compounds. Divalent metal cations, like
Mg2+, neutralize the phosphate backbone of RNA,
facilitating them to fold into functional 3D structures.
This attribute can be used to develop RNA-based
sensors for the detection of metallic ions. Therefore,
with proper understanding of RNA structures, a
variety of self-assembling RNA nanoarchitectures
have been precisely designed with higher order
structures for diverse applications.

5.2. Classification of RNA self-assembly
RNA self-assembly can be categorized into four
major types: (1) Tectonic RNA (2) Single-stranded
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RNA (3) Cotranscriptional RNA, and (4) Hybrid RNA
self-assembly (Figure 4).
RNA tectonics refer to the idea that RNA
molecules can be used as building blocks to construct
self-assembled RNA architectures with desirable
structures and properties [81]. To achieve the defined
RNA structures, each small RNA block must be
precisely designed and completely characterized. The
knowledge obtained from naturally occurring RNA
structures has strongly supported the establishment
of principles and methodologies of RNA tectonics,
enabling us to design a number of RNA modules.
Especially, small RNA modules are useful bridging
parts: In tectonic RNA assembly, RNA duplex
structures act as backbones and small RNA modules
connect and assemble the duplexes into 2D and 3D
structures. In this regard, RNA tectonics are able to
build a myriad of RNA nanoarchitectures, including
cubes [82], polyhedrons [83], and squares [84].

Figure 4. Classifications and other design strategies for RNA self-assembly. RNA architectures can be prepared via various self-assembly strategies. Four
major RNA self-assembly designs include Tectonic RNA, Single-stranded RNA, Cotranscriptional RNA, and Hybrid RNA self-assembly. RNA/DNA Origami and in
vitro Selection and Evolution (or SELEX) are also used to design sophisticated RNA nanostructures. Even though each design strategy is distinct, they can be
complementarily used to control self-assembly. Adapted with permission from [25]. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.
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In contrast to the RNA tectonics, single-stranded
RNA self-assembly hires unstructured RNA strands
to build architectures based on the classical Watson
and Crick base pairing (Figure 5A). This approach is
inspired from DNA nanotechnologies where the
canonical base pairing mainly arranges the building
blocks. The advantage of single-stranded RNA
self-assembly lies in its relatively simple sequence
design. Recent studies showed single-stranded RNAs
assembled into various 2D and 3D structures (Figure
5B, C) [85,86].
Cotranscriptional RNA self-assembly is much
related to the time when RNA structures form. As the
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name suggests, self-assembly of RNA occurs while
the RNA molecule is transcribed, suggesting that
RNA folding can be genetically encoded and
expressed in cells. No DNA cotranscriptional folding
has been demonstrated to be self-assembled
isothermally yet so this type of self-assembly is
possibly limited to RNA self-assembly for now.
Multiple RNA strands can be assembled into the
nanostructures with a cotranscriptional manner [82],
or RNA self-assembly can occur in living bacteria [87].
This strategy has also been used to develop RNA
origami [88] and RNA nanoparticles [89].

Figure 5. RNA Self-assembly: Design motifs and 2D/3D RNA structures. (A) Various motifs for RNA structures. A scheme and the corresponding 3D
modeling are shown for each motif. (B) 2D RNA structures. (top) A structural scheme and the corresponding AFM images of an RNA 5-petal flower. Scale bar is 60
nm. (bottom) A structural scheme and the corresponding AFM image of an RNA tetra-square. Scale bar is 50 nm. (C) RNA nanostructure folded into an 3D RNA
tetrahedron. (top) A structural scheme of the RNA tetrahedron. Color denotes the base index along the folding path; rainbow colored from 5’ to 3’end. (bottom left)
Comparisons between raw cryo-EM images of RNA tetrahedrons and the corresponding projection of the reconstructions. (bottom right) Four different viewpoints
of the reconstruction of the RNA tetrahedron and the corresponding images of simulation. Scale bar, 5 nm. Adapted with permission from [86], Copyright 2019,
Nature Publishing Group.

http://www.thno.org
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Hybrid RNA self-assembly indicates the RNA
assembly together with DNA. One of the advantages
of this hybrid strategy is the size of final structures.
Even though RNA assemblies offer a variety of
structures and functionalities, the size of architectures
remains in nanoscale. Precisely controlled RNA
scaffolds are generally a few hundred nanometers
while DNA scaffolds can be built up to micron-sizes
with tens of thousands of nucleotides. DNA design
methods thereby have been introduced in RNA
nanotechnologies to construct hybrid RNA-DNA
assemblies with considering the structural features of
A-form RNA duplexes (11 base pairs per turn and
+19° inclination of base pair to axis). Moreover, by
adopting DNA folding in origami, RNA-DNA hybrid
origamis have been developed with a single stranded
RNA template and multiple DNA staples [90,91]. The
hybrid RNA self-assembly has been used to build
nanoscale scaffolds [82], multi-stranded structures
[92], and micron size arrays [93], usually used for
applications in drug delivery.
Recently, the advancement in the selection and
evolution techniques (SELEX) enabled to efficiently
discover RNA sequences with new structural or
biological properties [25]. It can expand the structural
diversity of RNA architectures by providing artificial
structural motifs to RNA toolbox, which may
contribute to the discovery of novel RNA
self-assembly.

5.3. Intracellular delivery applications of RNA
self-assembly
The versatility of RNA structures enables RNA
molecules to become a fascinating material in the
biomedical field. The feasibility of RNA structures as
a delivery platform particularly draws a lot of
attentions
due
to
their
biocompatibility,
controllability, and ease of synthesis. Moreover, RNA
nanoparticles are thought to be advantageous to
deliver therapeutic RNA molecules, such as small
interfering RNA (siRNA) and anti-micro RNA
oligonucleotides
(AMOs).
Shapiro
and
his
collaborators functionalized the surface of their RNA
nanoparticles with siRNA (Figure 6A) [89], and they
also developed the DNA-RNA hybrid system with
splitting capability that triggered the release of the
siRNA moiety causing RNA interference (Figure 6B)
[94,95]. Recently, the delivery of the AMO against
oncogenic miRNA was assisted by RNA nanoparticles
and displayed the inhibited tumor growth [96]. Other
than nucleic acid-based cargos, small molecules can
be
loaded
in
the
RNA
nanostructures.
Doxorubicin-loaded RNA nanoparticles showed the
enhanced cytotoxicity against ovarian cancer cells
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[97], and micellar RNA nanoparticles successfully
loaded paclitaxel and induced cancer cell apoptosis
[98]. RNA nanoparticles also can be easily decorated
with aptamers, nucleic acid-based ligands, for the
targeted delivery. RNA nanoparticles functionalized
with aptamers have been extensively studied for
targeted cancer treatment [99,100]. Other targeting
ligands, such as folate or antibodies can be chemically
conjugated to the terminal ends of RNA helices. RNA
nanostructures are also used for immunotherapy.
RNA
nanoparticles
incorporating
immunostimulatory molecules (for example, CpG
oligodeoxynucleotide) activated innate immune
responses [101]. Zhu et al. reported that
self-assembled DNA-RNA hybrid nanoparticles
delivered CpG and short hairpin RNA (shRNA) as
well as neoantigens to antigen presenting cells [102].
The structural features of RNA nanoparticles, such as
size, shape, and sequence, can be tuned to stimulate
different immunogenic pathways, suggesting the
probability of immunomodulation. Guo et al.
reported that structurally distinct RNA nanoparticles
induced different levels of cytokines, including tumor
necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α) and interleukin-6 (IL-6),
in macrophages [103]. They showed that the
immunogenicity of RNA nanoparticles increases from
small linear to large 3D conformations. Also, several
RNA sequences were reported to trigger immune
responses by the interactions with toll-like receptors
(TLRs) or cytosolic sensors (PKR, RIG-1, and MDA-5).
However, the depth of understanding about how
immune systems react with RNA structures still
remain limited.
In spite of the promising potential of RNA
nanomaterials as a delivery platform, there are
challenges related to their inherent characteristics.
RNA-based nanocarriers are usually thought to
possess better serum stability than DNA-based
nanocarriers due to the presence of non-classical base
interactions [104]. However, RNA nanoparticles are
still easily degraded in vivo than other materials due
to the presence of RNases. Chemical modifications on
RNA, such as 2’-O-methylation, improve the stability
of RNA [105,106] but these chemical modifications
also can alter its folding, compromising the final
structures and biological functions. Another hurdle
on self-assembling RNA nanostructures is their
instability in dilution. RNA nanoparticles without
covalent linkage go through extreme dilution when
they are injected into the body, which generally
accompanies the dissociation of the nanoparticles.
Addition of cross-linking agents could rescue the
stability of RNA nanoparticles; but further research is
much needed to overcome the concerns about in vivo
http://www.thno.org
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dissociation [107].

Figure 6. siRNA-loaded RNA assemblies for gene silencing. (A) (left) RNA nanoparticles functionalized with siRNAs. Release of siRNA can be triggered by
Dicer nuclease. (right) Human breast cancer cells that stably express EGFP (green) were treated with EGFP siRNA-loaded RNA nanoparticles. After 3 days of the
treatment, EGFP expression was silenced, indicating siRNA-mediated knockdown as well as cellular entry of RNA nanoparticles. Adapted with permission from [89],
Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society. (B) Hybrid RNA/DNA switch that changes its conformation by the presence of trigger mRNA and releases siRNA.
Anti-target strand (red) and anti-trigger strand (blue) self-assemble into a non-functional unit. Once the trigger mRNA strand starts to interact with the anti-trigger
strand, the interaction results to the release of shRNA that is a functional Dicer substrate RNA. Adapted with permission from [95], Copyright 2016, American
Chemical Society.

6. Supramolecular self-assembly of
peptides
Supramolecular self-assembly is one of the most
explored fields employed to fabricate a wide range of
nanomaterials for drug delivery with precisely
designed shapes, properties and efficacies. It is a
bottom-up
approach
that
the
programmed
organization of rationally designed individual

molecules leads to the formation of distinct
nanostructures. This assembly is based on the
fine-tuned
molecular
interactions,
such
as
hydrophobic, and electrostatic interactions, hydrogen
bonding, van der Waals forces, and π-π stacking. The
individual or combined interactions at specific
conditions (pH, temperature, ionic strength, or
polarity) influence the patterns of self-assembly,
arranging
into
the
unique
nanostructures.
http://www.thno.org
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Advantages of the self-assembling nanomaterials
include structural versatility, atomic-scale resolution,
simplicity of manufacturing, and controllability over
morphology and biological functions.
Self-assembling peptides (SAPs) have been
investigated over a few decades as a building block
for nanostructures, especially for delivery purposes.
Their chemical versatility (i.e., 20 types of natural
amino acids) provided a wider design space on
sequence, and the inherent biocompatibility became
another advantage as a delivery system. Naturally
occurring peptide motifs or in vitro designed peptides
can self-assemble into nanostructures with diverse
secondary structures including α helix, β sheet, and β
turn. Amphiphilic peptides composed of hydrophilic
and hydrophobic segments are also known to
self-assemble. The hydrophilic bioactive domain can
be modified to give the desired functionality, such as
targeting,
cell-penetrating
ability,
or
stimuli-responsiveness. All proteins and peptides in
nature consists of 20 natural amino acids. Except for
glycine, all other natural amino acids are present as
L-forms and the α carbon atom which has different R
groups determines different characteristics of amino
acids. Further, the R groups primarily affect the
orientation of different secondary structures. By the
careful design of peptide sequence, specific assembly
patterns are achievable, which is the main idea of
bottom-up
fabrication
of
self-assembled
nanostructures. Extensive research over the past few
years have led to the formation of basic rules of
peptide self-assembly that has allowed for the rational
design of SAPs. Below are some examples of the
characterized
peptide-based
nanostructures
developed so far.

6.1. β sheet
In β sheets, multiple peptide strands form the
secondary structures via interstrand hydrogen
bonding between carbonyl group and amine group. β
sheet structures can be subcategorized into two
groups: Parallel β sheets and anti-parallel β sheets.
Parallel β sheets are formed when two strands are
arranged in the same direction. In contrast,
anti-parallel β sheets are characterized by two strands
meet each other in the opposite direction by hydrogen
bonding. One way to differentiate two sheets is to
count the number of atoms in a hydrogen bonded
ring. The number of atoms in a hydrogen bonded ring
in parallel β sheet is 12 but that of anti-parallel β sheet
alternates 10 and 14. Since early 1990s, parallel and
anti-parallel β sheets have been used to develop
peptide-based nanomaterials. Both types of β sheets
tend to be self-arranged into long filamentous
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structures. On self-assembling, hydrophilic residues
of amino acids are located toward the exterior water
phase while hydrophobic residues are buried in the
core, contributing to the unique structures of β
sheeted materials that are effective for small molecule
or gene delivery applications (Figure 7A) [108]. The
first β sheet nanomaterial, RADA 16, has been utilized
for drug delivery [109,110], regenerative medicine
(neural stem cell differentiation) [111], in vivo brain
damage repair and bone regeneration [112,113]. The
SAPs that form the nanostructures with a high aspect
ratio, like ribbons, fibrils, and fibers, with varied
numbers of β sheets in the final structures.

6.2. α helix and coiled coil
α helix is another type of the secondary
structures of proteins, which was first characterized
by Pauling, Corey, and Branson [114]. This type of
SAP has a right hand-spiral conformation in which all
amine groups in the backbone form hydrogen bonds
with carbonyl groups located at earlier residues in the
backbone. When two or more alpha helices gather,
they form the unique structure called the coiled coil.
This rope-like conformation is a basic folding pattern
of natural proteins which are involved in many
biological functions, such as cell signaling and gene
expression. The coiled coil self-assembly generally
contains a repeated motif composed of seven residues
(abcdefg), which is known as a heptad repeat.
Hydrophobic amino acids are almost always located
at the first and fourth residues (the a and d positions)
and oppositely charged amino acids are located at the
fifth and seventh residues (the e and g positions),
generating the hydrophobic and electrostatic
interactions, respectively. The remaining residues (the
b, c, and f) are not the main driving forces for
assembly but can be used to decorate the SAPs [115].
Coiled coil-based SAPs have been developed to
deliver small molecules [116,117], biomacromolecules
[118], imaging agents [119], or other nanoparticles
[119,120]. Yin et al. engineered a cartilage oligomeric
matrix protein that forms the coiled-coil structure
which enables encapsulation of a small molecule
intended to prevent degeneration of joints (Figure 7B).
Kopeček group developed a novel approach to induce
apoptosis using coiled coil nanomaterials without
small molecules, named as the drug-free
macromolecular therapeutics. They used coiled coil
peptides crosslinked with anti-CD20 antibody to
target and induce apoptosis in CD20+ malignant B
cells [121,122]. Recently, it has been shown that a
coiled coil CPP that were rigid and fibrous with a high
aspect ratio showed higher propensity for entry into
cells [123,124].
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Figure 7. Intracellular Delivery Using the Self-Assembling Peptides (SAPs). (A) The SAPs incorporating β sheets formed nanoparticles that were able to
encapsulate small molecules or plasmid DNA by hydrophobic interactions. Reproduced with permission from [108], Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society. (B)
Coiled coil-based SAPs encapsulating small molecule drugs assembled into nanofibers. These nanofibers would be implanted for the treatment of osteoarthritis.
Reproduced with permission from [117], Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society.

6.3. Peptide amphiphiles
Peptide amphiphiles (PA) are typically
composed of three regions: 1) hydrophobic chain
mostly containing lipid tails, 2) β sheet sequence, and
3) bioactive head [125]. On self-assembling, the
hydrophobic chains are located at the core of
nanostructures by intermolecular hydrophobic
interactions while the peptide regions are at the
periphery in aqueous solution. The surface peptides
can be further modified and decorated with bioactive
epitopes. The length of hydrophobic tails can be tuned
to modulate the hydrophobicity. The peptide
sequences can give structures and shapes to the

nanomaterials. By a mere addition of replacement of 5
to about 20 amino acids, intermolecular hydrogen
bonding forms β sheets which become 1D
nanostructures, further followed by the entanglement
into nanofibers with a cylindrical geometry [126,127].
The head sequences can increase water solubility of
whole structures, give biological functions to the
surface of self-assembled PAs, or both. This last
region is particularly useful to tailor the functions of
PAs with negligible changes in the structures of
self-assembly. For biological applications, the
bioactive heads can be designed to facilitate cellular
internalization. Inclusion of cell membrane adhesive
http://www.thno.org
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sequence, such as RGD (Arginylglycylaspartic acid)
peptides that are known to adhere to integrins, is
amongst the most used sequences to improve the
subcellular delivery of therapeutic molecules
[10,128,129]. The head of PAs can be designed to
present antigenic epitopes as a vaccine platform. The
PAs-based vaccines were investigated to induce
immune responses against tumor [130,131] or bacteria
[132]. It was also tried to make the PAs responsive to
exogenous stimuli, such as pH [133], enzyme [127],
heat [134] and light [135], that can lead to dissociation
of the assembled structures or specific epitopes which
can be useful in controlled release of therapeutic
molecules (Figure 8A-C).

6.4. Miscellaneous nanostructures
There are other types of SAPs including elastin
like polypeptides, cyclic peptides, and short aromatic
peptides. Elastin-like polypeptides (ELPs) are
composed of repeats of short peptide sequences, and
the most widely used repeat is VPGVG [134,136].
Synthetic (VPGVG)n biopolymers have a unique
feature that makes them an intriguing delivery
platform. ELPs possess the low critical solution
temperature which means that they are soluble below
25°C in water but they undergo self-complexation into
a viscoelastic state at 37°C [137]. This feature provides
ELPs with potential as thermosensitive biomaterials.
Shi et al. synthesized the ELP-conjugated polymers
that formed nanomicelles with temperature-sensitive
assembling behaviors, and they reported that
hydrophobic molecules can be entrapped in the
micelles that can undergo cell internalization [138].
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Devalliere et al. developed the ELPs-based
biopolymers for co-delivery of a growth factor and a
tissue-protective molecule that can lead to sustained
delivery and facilitate wound healing [139]. Cyclic
peptides that contain a circular sequence also can
self-assemble. Each cyclic peptide serves as a basic
building block and self-assembles into the tubular
structures where all amide groups and residues are
facing outside [140,141]. This outward arrangement is
because D-type and L-type amino acids are alternately
arranged. Hydrogen bonding between carbonyl and
amine groups in adjacent rings drives cyclic peptides
to the formation of tubular nanostructures. These
nanotubes are known to form pores on the lipid
bilayers, channeling the extracellular molecules to
cytosol
[142,143].
In
addition,
the
cyclic
peptides-based nanotubes can be used to eradicate
bacteria by forming pores on the bacterial membranes
[144]. Short aromatic peptides such as FF, FY,
Fmoc-FF, and Nap-FF have shown that the
incorporation of those peptide can cause
self-assembly of peptides via strong aromatic π-π
stacking [145]. Recently, Ashwanikumar et al.
reported that the structures of self-assembled
peptide-based nanomaterials can be manipulated
from a random coil, a distorted α-helix, a β-sheet, or to
a pure α-helix by changing the number of
phenylalanine in the sequence [109]. The twisted
drill-like nanostructures showed the highest
internalization as compared to the other regular
cylindrical counterparts in vitro and in vivo.

Figure 8. Peptide Self-assembly that are Stimuli-Responsive. (A) Coiled coil peptides undergo reversible pH-dependent self-assembly into nanofibers with
a high aspect-ratio. Adapted with permission from [133], Copyright 2006, American Chemical Society. (B) Thermal-sensitive elastin-like polypeptide (ELPs): At 37°C,
below the critical micelle temperature (CMT), it exists as soluble monomers. At 42°C, above the CMT, it self-assembles into micellar structures. Adapted with
permission from [134], Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society. (C) Peptide amphiphiles including photocleavable linkers release epitopes upon exposure to
light. Adapted with permission from [135], Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society.
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7. Cell penetrating peptides (CPPs)
Cell penetrating peptides (CPPs) are short
sequenced peptides which facilitate cellular uptake of
various molecules. It was discovered by two
independent research groups in 1988 that the
trans-activator of transcription (TAT) protein of
human immunodeficiency virus type-1 (HIV-1) aids
the cellular internalization of virus [146,147]. The
discovery of the first CPP, TAT protein, led to another
natural CPP in Antennapedia [148]. The
structure-activity relationship of the peptide
sequences to its ability to enter cells led to the
identification of basic functional units. Arginine rich
16 amino acids of the third helix of Antennapedia
homeodomain, named as Penetratin, are responsible
for the cell penetration function [149]. Since then,
plenty of CPPs have been found and synthesized, and
utilized to translocate a variety of cargos, such as
small molecules [150], nucleic acids [151],
nanoparticles [152], proteins [153], and imaging [154]
and MRI contrast agents [155] in both preclinical
studies and clinical trials [156].
The mechanism of action of CPPs was highly
debated and it was postulated that these were capable
to directly enter cells with an energy-independent
manner, bypassing the endolysosomal barriers.
However, it is now reported that 95% of TAT peptides
and polyarginines enter cells via endocytosis
[157,158]. Another study proposed that direct
penetration of CPPs into cells did exist only in specific
conditions, i.e., it is dependent on hydrophobic
moieties or cell types and is a rare event [159]. Now, it
is widely acknowledged that CPPs, especially
CPP-conjugated nanoparticles, enter cells via
endocytosis by interactions that trigger specific
endocytic pathways [160,161]. Among different
endocytosis pathways, micropinocytosis is major
route of the internalization of CPPs [162–164] with
limited entry through clathrin-mediated endocytosis
[165].

8. Applications of self-assembling CPP
conjugates for intracellular delivery
Cell penetrating peptides remain as a valuable
tool to deliver a variety of cargos, such as proteins,
small molecules, nucleic acids, and imaging agents,
and prove their capabilities in a lot of preclinical
studies (Figure 9). Among a wide range of the
applications of CPPs, the self-assembling CPPs have
been considered as a promising material for
intracellular delivery. CPPs can be self-assembled
through conjugations with the self-assembling
materials, including lipids, polymers, and peptides.
Detailed reviews onto the self-assembly of various
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CPP conjugates can be found elsewhere [166].
Through physicochemical variations in lipids,
polymers, and peptides, we can manipulate the
structures
and
functions
of
CPP-based
nanostructures. Lipid is one of the frequently used
partners for CPP conjugations (Figure 9A) [167,168]. It
was demonstrated that the chain length and density of
lipid tails in the CPP conjugates influence
self-assembly and cellular uptake of the CPP-lipid
conjugates [169,170]. Cui and his coworkers reported
that the compositions of lipid and the order of amino
acids in the CPP nanoparticles influenced structures
and encapsulation efficiencies of the CPP-lipid
conjugates [168,171]. Other than linear fatty acids,
cholesterol was also conjugated with TAT peptides. Li
and Yang reported that the TAT-cholesterol
conjugates self-assembled into the core-shell
nanomicelles [172,173]. The nanomicelles were
distributed across blood-brain barrier (BBB) and
displayed the strong antimicrobial activities against
Staphylococcus aureus and Cryptococcus neoformans. The
CPP-peptide conjugates have been extensively
studied. It has been demonstrated that the addition of
CPPs to variously structured peptides, such as α helix
[174,175] and β sheet (Figure 9B) [176,177], helps the
internalization of the nanostructures. Wada et al.
proposed the location and the number of TAT
peptides in the conjugates perhaps structurally
related
to
the
cellular
uptake
of
the
CPP-peptide/siRNA complexes [174,175]. Hategan et
al. reported that addition of TAT peptides to
amyloid-β fibrils enhanced rigidity and mechanical
resistances of the complexes by increasing β sheet
conformations, accompanying with morphological
changes and augmented neurotoxicity [178]. Wu et al.
pointed the roles of amphiphilicity and net charges of
CPP-peptides in the self-assembly [179]. CPPs have
utilized to enhance the cellular uptake of
polysaccharide-based nanoparticles, such as folic acid
[180], chitosan [181], and hyaluronic acid derivatives
[182]. Bitton and his coworkers reported that the
conjugation of CPPs to polysaccharides changed
structures and rheological behaviors of the conjugates
[182]. Amphiphilic polymers have also been linked
with CPPs to assemble of the polymer-CPP conjugates
[12]. Zhang et al. examined the effects of conjugation
sites of the RGD peptide in a series of
poly(ɛ-caprolactone-co-lactide)-PEG
block
copolymers, and reported the conjugation of RGD on
PEG blocks showed the enhanced cell adhesion [183].
Oligonucleotide-based
nanoparticles
can
be
conjugated with CPPs. Burns et al. conjugated their
DNA origami with TAT peptide to enhance its
subcellular delivery of a model protein (Figure 9C)
[7]. Qu et al. demonstrated that TAT-conjugated DNA
http://www.thno.org
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dendrimers encoding CpG motifs displayed the better
immunostimulation in macrophage cells, resulting in
the higher secretion of cytokines [37]. To overcome
the lack of specificity of CPPs, a variety of targeting
moieties have been conjugated. Sun et al. complexed
CPPs with the acid-sensitive anionic oligopeptides to
block the internalization at neutral pH [184]. In acidic
pH, the oligopeptide changed its conformation,
exposing the CPP moiety to cells. Adipocyte targeting
peptide was conjugated to polyarginines not only to
increase cellular uptake, but also to complex with
nucleic acids [185]. In the following in vivo studies, the
intravenously administered complexes reached
mouse fat tissues, suggesting the potential as a
targeting gene delivery carrier. MacEwan and
Chilkoti
developed
the
peptide-based
thermosensitive nanomicelles [134,186]. In the mild
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hyperthermic condition (42°C), it self-assembled into
micelles with peripheral polyarginine whereas it
remained as monomers in the physiological
temperature (37°C) (Figure 8B). This controllability
over the morphologies and the cellular internalization
makes the CPP conjugates to become a promising
material for local cancer therapy. Tu and Zhu
synthesized the PEG-CPP conjugates which were
composed of PEG, a matrix metalloproteinase 2
(MMP2)-sensitive peptide linker, TAT peptide, and
DOX [187]. They included the MMP2-sensitive link to
deshield PEG corona once the nanomicelles
encountered extracellular MMP2 which is known to
be abundant in tumor microenvironment. It was
shown the enzymatic cleavage of PEG corona exposed
the TAT moiety, thereby enhancing in vitro cellular
uptake of the DOX-loaded nanomicelles.

Figure 9. Self-Assembling CPP Conjugates for Intracellular Delivery. (A) Lipid-CPP conjugates containing cyclic iRGD assembled into spherical
nanovesicles. Hydrophobic small molecules can be loaded in the hydrophobic compartment of the nanovesicles. Adapted with permission from [167], Copyright
2018, American Chemical Society. (B) TAT-conjugated β sheet-forming peptides formed theranostic nanofibrils. Hydrophobic interface of the nanofibrils was able to
load hydrophobic drugs. Reproduced with permission from [177], Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society. (C) TAT-decorated DNA origami for protein
delivery. TAT peptides were conjugated to facilitate cellular uptake of DNA nanostructures. Reproduced with permission from [7], Copyright 2018, American
Chemical Society.
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As described above, CPPs with the
self-assembling capability offer various advantages
for intracellular delivery. It can enhance the cellular
internalization of the nanoassemblies by increasing
local density of CPPs, thereby assuring the higher
possibility to interact with cell membrane [186]. The
CPP assemblies either physically or chemically
constructed possess the larger capacity to package
cargos inside. And the packaging of cargos inside
protects their stability from degradation, which
makes the CPP assemblies the better delivery systems.
Furthermore, by making the self-assembling CPPs
responsive to exogenous stimuli (e.g., temperature
and ionic strength), we can modulate the functionality
of the assemblies, posing potential as nanosensors
[188].
Despite many advantages of SAP-mediated
delivery, there is a concern that SAPs can be degraded
by proteolytic enzymes before they reach their in vivo
destinations. One way that has been tried to improve
the stability of SAPs is to use D-form amino acids.
Since natural proteinases degrade L-peptides
promptly than D-peptides, using D-forms is effective
to protect peptides from enzymatic damages [189]. It
was reported that D-form nanofibers had higher
resistance
against
proteinases
than
L-form
counterparts, resulting to the extended circulation
time [190]. However, because the introduction of
D-form amino acids may ruin self-assembling
behaviors or secondary structures of SAPs, careful
consideration in peptide design is necessary to evade
any conformational failure. Potential of SAP-assisted
delivery is also limited due to lack of computational
models for design. Even though a few studies have
employed elegant computational methods to design
SAPs [191–195], it is still challenging to predict
secondary structures of SAP-based nanoarchitectures
before synthesis. To come up with information-based
peptide chemistry for manipulating self-assembly
processes and physicochemical characteristics, it is
essential to comprehend how SAP sequence encodes
its structural and biological properties at the
molecular level [196]. Development of robust SAP
computing will lead to accurate prediction of
structures, and provide rational design for successful
intracellular delivery.

9. Conclusion and future perspectives
Over the past several decades, supramolecular
chemistry has been employed to enhance the
precision of nanostructures, leading to the
development
of
numerous
self-assembling
biomaterials. Understanding of supramolecular
assembly in biological systems has ignited an interest
in bioinspired materials. Advances in self-assembling
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nucleic acids (SANs) led to a new generation of
materials with exquisite structural features. Beyond
the nanoscale, micrometer-sized structures can be
built with self-assembly of nucleic acids [6,197,198],
and long chain nucleic acids can be folded into
predestined architectures [45,54]. Peptide-based
self-assembly has been honed to equip more
functions. Not only do several peptides act as delivery
platforms, but by incorporating bioactive sequences
they can have therapeutic effects. In addition to the
traditional peptide domains such as CPP moieties,
newly identified functional peptide domains have
expanded the library that includes peptides with new
biological functions [22,199]. Several SAPs that form
hydrogel scaffolds were reported to induce
angiogenesis in wounds by mimicking the natural
extracellular matrix, thereby facilitating the wound
healing processes [200]. Engineering supramolecular
self-assembly of either DNA, RNA or peptide can lead
to delivery of a wide range of cargos with favorable
circulation, biodistribution, cellular uptake, and
efficacy. Amphiphilicity introduced to initiate the
self-assembling process has allowed for encapsulation
of hydrophobic small molecules [109]. To achieve the
target-specific delivery, it was introduced in the
self-assembled delivery systems either to have
targeting ligands on the surface [99], or to change
their conformations in response to external stimuli
[127,135]. Short genes for RNA interference can be
loaded in either SANs or SAPs, and knockdown the
target gene expression [73,201].
Recent applications of the supramolecular
self-assembly have been extended to diverse fields.
Stem cell therapy is one area where the
self-assembling biomaterials can be of high benefit.
Evidence from studies in stem cell biology indicates
that both SAPs and SANs are able to regulate
proliferation, differentiation, and migration of stem
cells [202,203], implying their clinical potential in stem
cell therapy while maintaining higher order of
biocompatibility compared to synthetic counterparts.
However, their rapid erosion, particularly in in vivo
environment, limits their broader applications in the
field, which raises the needs of methods to enhance
the stability of self-assembling biomaterials.
Immunotherapy is an emerging field of cancer
therapy, and self-assembling nanomaterials have been
used to potentiate the immunogenicity. Most SANs
were
designed
to
contain
immunogenic
oligodeoxynucleotides, for example CpG, in their
sequences so as to stimulate immune signaling
pathways [68]. On the other hand, SAPs were used to
deliver
neoantigen-encoded
peptides
[204].
Combining these two systems into a single hybrid
system could be used to co-deliver neoantigens and
http://www.thno.org
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adjuvants for the personalized cancer treatment.
Gene therapy stands in the front line of modern
therapeutics, and the inherent fragility of genetic
cargos entails the involvement of various delivery
vectors. Early examples of the gene delivery using
SANs and SAPs are limited to the short nucleotides
(siRNA, miRNA, and shRNA) delivery because of the
difficulties to effectively package the massive
nucleotides, such as mRNA and pDNA. Recently, it
was reported that self-assembled peptide-poloxamine
nanoparticles could deliver therapeutic pDNA and
mRNA for the cystic fibrosis treatment in in vitro and
in vivo, suggesting the possibility to deliver long genes
using peptide- or nucleic acid-based materials that are
self-assembling [205]. The materials that assemble into
hollow structures might be beneficial to package the
large cargos. In addition, the fact that DNA and RNA
building blocks can be designed to generate
complementary pairing with the genetic cargos could
be useful to ensure the effective protection against
degradation by forming tight packaging. There are
also lots of demands for the effective delivery systems
in gene editing. Although some SANs have been used
to deliver the CRISPR/Cas9 system for gene editing,
low transfection efficiency and non-specific delivery
(off-target effects) still remain as critical challenges
[206,207].
There are multiple concerns regarding the
intracellular delivery via SANs and SAPs. First of all,
abundant enzymes that are present in in vivo milieu
are huge threats to the nucleic acid- and
peptide-based nanostructures. As mentioned in the
review, efforts to increase resistance of nanostructures
against digestion have been made by modifying their
structures but it is still not enough to deliver a
significant amount of cargos during the desirable
length of time. Therefore, a novel approach is needed
to improve the stability of the assemblies, for example
by addition of mild crosslinking agents that are
devoid of hampering the flexibility and dynamics of
the nanoparticles. Another concern is related to their
non-specific delivery. For ideal treatment for any
disease, delivering cargos should be specific to the
target sites. As already noted, the surface decoration
of nanoparticles with targeting ligands has been
attempted to guide nanoparticles to the specific loci.
However, the relatively complicated preparation and
low efficacy in in vivo conditions are limiting the
therapeutic outcomes in the ligand-based targeting
approaches. Recent efforts to provide molecular
trigger systems within nanoassemblies shed light on
the development of intelligent delivery systems. DNA
nanorobots equipped with the dual-functional
aptamers can target the specific cells and trigger the
conformational changes that facilitate the release of
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cargos in specific conditions in in vitro [66] and in vivo
[208]. Further efforts to discover multifunctional
aptamers are expected to improve the precision of
delivery. Scaling-up SAPs and SANs is also an
important consideration. The bottom-up approach
entails mass production of building blocks without
error. Even though several chemistries to accurately
synthesize nucleotides and peptides have been
developed so far, securing the effective methods to
produce them in an industrial-scale is highly desirable
to translate the supramolecular assembly into clinics
[209,210].
Designing the elementary building blocks for
supramolecular self-assembly is getting precise owing
to the development of nanoinformatics. It is feasible to
simulate the assembling patterns in the final
architectures from monomers. Using computational
and spatial simulations, the transformation and the
oligomer formation can be predicted [49,211–213].
Attempts to diversify the supramolecular structures
are also in progress. Lately, small molecule-mediated
self-assembly has drawn a lot of attentions. It was
known that a few small molecules, for instance
paclitaxel derivatives, tend to self-assemble and form
nanoparticles [214,215]. Cyanuric acid and sulfated
indocyanine dyes were recently reported to help the
self-assembly into the nanostructures [212,216]. These
findings are promising not only because it can
increase the loading capacity of small molecules, but
also because it can expand the structural design space
and functionality of the final assemblies.
Despite exciting advances in understanding the
fundamentals of intracellular delivery and designing
new biomaterials that can overcome cellular barriers,
the effective reach of drugs to exact targets remains
farfetched. Low incidence of endosomal escape of
nanoparticles remains one of the biggest challenges in
intracellular delivery, especially for transfection, and
our understanding of endosomal escape is meager.
The ability to develop a diverse array of biomaterials
through supramolecular assembly can open new
avenues to reach intracellular targets. Nature has
managed
complex
cellular
structures
and
synchronous movement of endocytic vesicles within a
cell using supramolecular proteins and peptides. And
the cellular organelles are “organ-like” structures that
contain unique environments. For example, the pH
and the lipid and enzyme compositions of endosome
and lysosome are distinctive from those of the Golgi
apparatus and endoplasmic reticulum. One might
surmise that these minute changes may be used to
trigger the formation of a supramolecular architecture
within the organelle to manipulate its function. Recent
studies exploited intracellular enzymes to initiate in
situ self-assembly of peptide monomers upon
http://www.thno.org
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catalysis [217,218]. Further, is it possible to let cells
engulf small monomers that concentrate in an
endosomal vesicle and, due to changes in pH or
exposure to light, trigger assembly into a shape that
causes endosomal rupture? Can we utilize the rates of
assembly and disassembly to measure the
environment inside cells-not just in vitro but in vivo? If
supramolecular assembly occurs differently in
diseased cells as compared to normal cells, could that
be used to detect diseases at their earliest [219–221]?
Use of artificial intelligence and machine learning to
design billions of new assemblies for effective
delivery is already in the horizon. These questions can
unleash infinite possibilities for drug delivery,
nanotechnology and material sciences for new
applications. This also implies that rational
engineering of supramolecular assembly may
overcome the challenges in intracellular delivery.
With burgeoning collaboration with a variety of
fields, including cell biology, biomedical engineering,
and clinical medicine, we look forward to get through
these scientific progresses to advance our ability to
improve interactions of biomaterials at a cellular level,
and rational engineering of supramolecular assembly
may overcome the challenges in intracellular delivery.
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